User Guide

BoardVitals is a high-quality, effective and powerful board review tool that can be used anytime and anywhere via a phone, tablet or computer. Prepare with board-style cases and practice questions on your schedule. Content is updated daily to ensure you’ve got the most relevant knowledge to pass your exam and meet continuing education requirements.

User Features of BoardVitals Include

Getting Started with a Subscription

Choose your default question banks when you first login and use the drop-down to switch from one focus question bank to another. Create customized practice tests based on number of questions, subjects, with or without a time limit and more, to simulate real exams and help pass your boards. You can leave an exam any time by clicking the pause button. See the BoardVitals Training Video: Getting Started with a Subscription video for instructions.

How to Use BoardVitals

Create a new quiz by choosing an available test bank from the drop-down on the dashboard. Then, choose a New Custom Quiz or a Quick Start Quiz, which is a quick 10-question all-subject quiz used in study mode. When customizing a quiz, you can choose untimed, timed or study mode, chose all, unanswered, incorrect, unseen or marked questions, choose a difficulty level, subjects and number of questions. See the BoardVitals Training Video: Taking Quizzes video for instructions.

Navigating the Dashboard

See your quizzes and assignments, view advanced statistics so you know where your strengths and weaknesses are and see your question status via the Dashboard. The Dashboard shows how many questions you have completed, how many questions are remaining, your accuracy, your median score and your percentile rank compared to other BoardVitals users. You can also add and remove only pertinent question banks purchased by your institution. See the BoardVitals Training Video: Navigating the Dashboard for more details.

Access Assignments Sent by Instructors

Access assignments via the email you receive or simply login to BoardVitals and go to the Quiz tab and Assignments. Or, navigate to your assignments via the quiz box on your Dashboard. For new assignments, a notification will appear next to it. You can also see in-progress and completed assignments. See the BoardVitals Training Video: How Students Can Access Sent Exams for more details.